INSTALLATION MANUAL

LIST OF COMPONENTS

1 Wall-mount kit

1 head shower

1 hand shower
support

2 cover plates for the mixer
1 shower diverter valve
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TECHNICAL INFORMATION:
PRODUCT DESCRIPTION:
HOTBOX shower column is a passive device compatible with existing shower or bathtubs that stores heat during
the shower (with no impact in the supply of hot water) to instantly provide hot water in the beginning of the next
shower solving the waiting for hot water problem.
The heat storage process is based on the phase changing phenomena. A storage material absorbs and release a
large quantity of heat at the constant temperature of 45ºC and the thermal isolation (vacuum isolated panels)
ensures that the thermal losses between consecutive uses is very low.
HOTBOX is supplied with a shower head, a support for the hand shower, and a diverter to select between hand
shower and shower head. The adjustable fastening system ensures the universality of adaptation to the current
mixers on the market. It is possible to combine the use of immersion bath outlets as well.
A Thermostatic mixer, although not compulsory, is advisable in order to get the best comfort experience; hot
water will be always available, and temperature won’t change during shower.

PRODUCT DIMENSIONS:
4,96''

52,76''

14,96''

TECHNICAL DETAILS:
Hoterway HOTBOX
Casing materials: Powder-coated aluminum
Outside dimensions (accessories excluded): 52,76 x 14,96 x 4,96''
Inlet connections: flexible stainless steel hose with a 3/4” fitting connection
Minimum working pressure: 17,4 psi
Inlet hot water temperature:122 - 158ºF

PRODUCT SPECIFICATIONS:
- Easy to install and compatible with existing installations
- Package dimensions: 60,63 x 21,65 x 7,09 ''
- Maximum water flow rate: 2,37US gal/min
- Weight: 66,14 lb
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TECHNICAL INFORMATION:
INSTALLATION:

The height adjustment allows having the shower head at the correct height on
the showers and bathtubs.
See diagram on page 4 (Installation Instructions) to determine the right
position to install the wall mount kit.

35,43 - 39,37''

HOTBOX is compatible with showers and bathtubs; the diagram on the side
shows the maximum and minimum distance between the base and the water
outlet points on the wall.

82,68''

The installation of HOTBOX shower column requires only the fixation of the
wall mount kit provided and the connection of the two flexible hoses to the
water outlet points on the wall.

POWER / CAPACITY:
Hoterway instantly heats the water stagnated in the distribution pipes. The high performance thermal insulation
ensures that the heat remains in the device for a few days. As the device is recharged only with usage, the maximum
time between usage depends on the amount of stagnant water in the pipe.
The graph bellow shows the capacity for instant water heating with the time that passes from the last usage.

- Heating capacity 13,8 kW (Temperature of stagnant water = 64,4ºF; Supply temperature = 104ºF)
- Accumulated energy 0,42 kWh

COMPLIANCES / APPROVALS:
Warranty:
- 10 years for the thermal performance of hoterway batteries
- 2 years to components and accessories
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INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS:
1. Close the general water supply tap
2. Remove the old shower system
3. Mark 88,39'' in height from the shower or bathtub base

5. On the mark previously made, drill two holes at a distance
of 7,87'' from each other centered with the water outlets (use
a level to mark)

7,87''

88,39''

6. Install the wall-mount kit on the wall

4. Check if the measure from the mark previously done and
the water outlets is between 43,90'' and 51,77'' (if is not
within this value range, the measure of 88,39'' should be
rectified)

8. Install the shower head support with threaded nut
supplied. After that attach the flexible hose to the shower
head with the other threaded nut (this operation can also be
made after the hoterway is placed on the wall)

43,90'' - 51,77''
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INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS:
9. Elevate the hoterway to position the tears with the tabs of
the support previously fixed on the wall (it is recommended
that this step is made by two people - 1 person to hold the
device and 1 person to help fitting the hoterway to the wallmounted kit)

10. Tight the blue flexible hose to the cold water outlet (right)
and the red flexible hose to the hot water outlet (left)

11. Apply silicon between the inferior cover (on the back) and
the wall (red line - image bellow)

12. Attach the front cover by tightening the two threaded
nuts to the fitting connections. Then apply the two plate
covers of the mixer to the front cover and then the mixer
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INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS:
16. Open the general water supply tap and check if there are
any leaks
17. Let the hot water run for five minutes to charge the
battery completly for the first time. You can now enjoy the
hot water on your showers from the first second you open
the faucet!

13. Tight the flexible shower hose to the mixer
14. Attach the shower head to the shower head support arm
15. If you wish to use the hand shower, attach the diverter
shower valve to the mixer and connect the hose of the
additional shower

All the materials used in HOTBOX hoterway are
non-toxic.
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COMPANY INFORMATION:
ADDRESS:
TABPARK Zona Industrial de Taboeira, lot 27, fraction G
3800-055 AVEIRO
PORTUGAL

CONTACTS:
PHONE: +351 234 086 989
EMAIL: info@heabooo.com

WEBPAGE:
www.hoterway.com
hoterway.com/support/

FOR TECHNICAL ADVICE AND SUPPORT:
Please call +351 234 086 989 or email info@heaboo.com

ENGINEERED AND MADE IN PORTUGAL

PATENTED TECHNOLOGY

PCT
INTERNATIONAL
APPLICATION
PENDING

WIPO

PCT

The International
Patent System
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